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It’s a new day, it’s a new resource, it’s a new
opportunity, it’s
The new training manual has now been available since the end of February,
and we’re thrilled that already between 300-400 copies have been distributed.
Mostly through Micah Mobile Ministries itself, but we are encouraged that
the book is now available on

If you would like to view the item please use the link listed below.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Reaching-Others-Evangelism-TrainingManual/dp/191604820X/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=reaching+others&qid=1558610312&s=gateway&sr=8-1

Micah Mobile Ministries is grateful to AMR Media for the design and printing of the book; also to Andrew
Robinson the owner of the firm for his invaluable help in getting the book placed on Amazon.

If anyone who has read the manual would like to help by
posting a review on Amazon, even if you have not
bought through Amazon, we would be most
grateful.
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Reviews so far
5 out of 5 stars Very Useful Evangelism Training Manual Fueled By Holy Spirit Power!
3 May 2019
Verified Purchase
This revised version of the Act 1:8 Evangelism Training Manual is an excellent tool to use in training others/or as study
reference for yourself. It's written in a simple format and easy to pick up and get going! Having completed the course,
the study booklet captures many years of the ministries experience, helping you overcome the many challenges you
may face spiritually and practically! Highly recommended for those looking to reach their community with the gospel.
Just add HS fire then BOOM
An inspiration
9 May 2019
Verified Purchase
An inspiring book every Christian should have. The book makes you think deeply about how to share God’s message.
Very prompt delivery too
Reaching Others with Good News
7 May 2019
This book gave principles that made me rethink and change my behaviour so that others may know about Jesus

Equally exciting
The report we received from a church leader who had been using the book in
their small study group.

‘We are doing ‘Reaching Others’ in our house group.
Everyone, without exception, is getting a lot from it.’
Each group can use it in the way they enjoy most; another comment we received was,

‘We started the first session and it caused so much discussion that
we will still be working through Session 1 the next time we meet.’
Coming Next Year
Reaching Others Teaching
Friday March the 6th 7.30pm, and Saturday March the 7th 9.30am – 4pm
5 different people will be teaching a session each
@ Shekinah Christian Centre, Penzance.
Please pray
 For people to obtain the book, read it, and use what they learn to reach others
 For people to share the Good News of Jesus with family, friends, neighbours,
workmates, and the community where they live.
 For the Trustees, and workers of MMM, as they continue to seek God for the
next steps they need to take.
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